' Laboratom d i Plrysqae ThhCorrpue; CR'H,?; /N?, 752391 Poiii, Vacuum field fluctuations exert radiation press~~rc 011 s~nlterers in qumtum vac, For a pair of mirrors at rest this effect 16 well known as Casimir cffect. ! "en K ln i s moving vacuum radiation prcssme leads to a dissipative force which opposes i t d la the mirrom molion, mising as soon m the miiror has B non-uniform acceleration. Accordingly the electromagnetic field remains not in the va~iiuni stale but photons are emitted by the scatterer into vacuum. This motion-induced radiation and the associated radiation reaction force are dissipative effects related to motion in quantum vacu~im, although morion has no further ieference than vacuum itself. Since thcse effecta challenge the principle of relativity of motion in VXUUIII. it would be very important to obtain experimental evidence for them.
The oidm of niaguitude of motiond radiation depends oil the ratio betwreu the m i r~ ror's velocity v and the speed ai light c. As far most con& obiecr the velocity v cannot greatly exceed the sound vehc is \wry small for a. single mirror ascillatilig in vxuum. In coiitrast, tar a cavity one m~y define an effective velocity where the physical vclocity 28 norfnaljaed by the speed of light is multiplied by the number of round-trips inside the cavity. Now, motion induced radiacion is resonantly enhanced by the cavity finesse. The emissioii of radiation is predicted to occur uul only when the mechanical cavity length changes periodicdiy but also whwi the cavity move^ globally :I]. The effective velocity is no longer a inaterial velocity and may thci-dore approach the speed of light. In zhis c&se quditatively new eft'ecla rre predicted.
With increasing effective velocity the energy density starts LO concenlrate in pulses which are emitted periodically by the cavity into v~cuum. These pulses become the higher and the sharper the more the effective velocity increases. The characteristic temporal variation which allows high cncrgy densities in regulilrly spaced and narrow lime windows might he exploited in an experimental observation.
The spectrum of motion~induced radiation also shows remarliablc features. Firat photons may be radiated at frequencies higher than the mechanical excitation hqnancy. A proms of frequency up-convcrsion thus takes place in the oplu-inechanical coupling between vacuum fluctuations and mechanical motion of scatt,erers. Second the spectrum vmishea for all multiple integers of the mechanical oscillation frequency. Mot,iond m d i~ ation ir furthermore only predicted at particular frequencies corresponding Lo frxtinns of the mechanicd oscillalion Crcqueney. All these signatures itre different from pick-up effecta and might permit to distingnish vaciiiim radiation frwn spiirious signals.
Furthermore, the rnergy density i s found to diverge ahovs some t,hreshold wlm of the cficctive velocity. The system should then show selisustained oscillations. In this regime the caviiy is expected to elnit photon pulses with inuch larger illtensity than below threshold.
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